T his cross-sectional study by Kroll et al. 1 reports patient characteristics associated with receipt of benzodiazepines in high and low doses in primary care settings. The authors found that individuals who receive benzodiazepines, particularly at high doses, were more likely to have multiple chronic medical conditions, including a higher likelihood of substance use disorder and depression. These patients were also more likely to have multiple risk factors for adverse events.
It is concerning that patients at higher risk of adverse events from benzodiazepines are more likely to receive these medications; yet, as the authors point out, it is unclear whether benzodiazepines denote higher risk for these patients or whether they are a marker of higher risk patients. It seems unlikely that providers did not realize that these patients were high risk. While reasons for prescribing patterns are unknown, the high complexity and risk factors of these patients suggest that providers may be at a loss for how to treat these patients with complex medical and mental health conditions. In the sample presented, almost half of patients prescribed benzodiazepines were also prescribed antidepressants. Systemic failures, or the lack of good systems in place to treat our most complex patients, 2 may be contributing to these prescribing patterns. Furthermore, the lack of integration between mental health and primary care may be exacerbating this issue.
One of manifestations of this fragmentation of care is the lack of integration of the electronic medical records 3 in mental health, primary care and other care systems, which contributes to an inability to track these patients. The authors further found that less than half of the prescriptions were written by the patient's primary care provider, while the rest were prescribed by other providers (who the authors speculate may be specialists, ED clinicians and inpatient clinicians).
While clinicians must play an important role in carefully evaluating prescribing practices and weighing risk factors for individual patients, administrators and policy makers must also work to facilitate the integration of mental health and primary care 4 and to make electronic medical records available across a variety of care settings.
